A brilliant space for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**THE MANOR**
SEATS UP TO 208 | 2124 SQUARE FEET

**CONFERENCE**
Capacity: 40
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

**BANQUET**
Capacity: 84
Table Type: Round

**U-SHAPE**
Capacity: 40
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

**THEATER**
Capacity: 126
Table Type: Chairs

**CLASSROOM**
Capacity: 68
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

**RECEPTION**
Capacity: 120
Table Type: 36” Cocktail
THE MANOR “A”

An intimate space perfect for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

CONFERANCE
Capacity: 24
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

BANQUET
Capacity: 16
Table Type: Round

U-SHAPE
Capacity: 28
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

THEATER
Capacity: 34
Table Type: Chairs

CLASSROOM
Capacity: 16
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

RECEPTION
Capacity: 52
Table Type: 36” Cocktail
An intimate space perfect for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**THE MANOR “B”**

SEATS UP TO 36 | 543 SQUARE FEET

**CONERENCE**
- Capacity: **16**
- Table Type: *8’ Rectangle*

**BANQUET**
- Capacity: **16**
- Table Type: *Round*

**U-SHAPE**
- Capacity: **20**
- Table Type: *8’ Rectangle*

**THEATER**
- Capacity: **30**
- Table Type: *Chairs*

**CLASSROOM**
- Capacity: **16**
- Table Type: *8’ Rectangle*

**RECEPTION**
- Capacity: **36**
- Table Type: *36” Cocktail*
THE MANOR “C”
SEATS UP TO 48 | 680 SQUARE FEET

An intimate space perfect for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

CONFERENCES
Capacity: 24
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

BANQUET
Capacity: 32
Table Type: Round

U-SHAPE
Capacity: 28
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

THEATER
Capacity: 48
Table Type: Chairs

CLASSROOM
Capacity: 28
Table Type: 8’ Rectangle

RECEPTION
Capacity: 36
Table Type: 36” Cocktail
THE MANOR “A+B”
SEATS UP TO 92  |  1039 SQUARE FEET

A brilliant space for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**CONFERENCE**
Capacity: **24**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**BANQUET**
Capacity: **40**
Table Type: **Round**

**U-SHAPE**
Capacity: **32**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**THEATER**
Capacity: **70**
Table Type: **Chairs**

**CLASSROOM**
Capacity: **44**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**RECEPTION**
Capacity: **92**
Table Type: **36” Cocktail**
THE MANOR “B+C”
SEATS UP TO 104 | 1223 SQUARE FEET

A brilliant space for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**CONFERENCE**
Capacity: **32**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**BANQUET**
Capacity: **48**
Table Type: **Round**

**U-SHAPE**
Capacity: **28**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**THEATER**
Capacity: **92**
Table Type: **Chairs**

**CLASSROOM**
Capacity: **48**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**RECEPTION**
Capacity: **100**
Table Type: **36” Cocktail**
An ideal space for a meeting of the minds or a large social gathering. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**CONFERENCE**
Capacity: **64**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**BANQUET**
Capacity: **56**
Table Type: **Round**

**U-SHAPE**
Capacity: **36**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**THEATER**
Capacity: **63**
Table Type: **Chairs**

**CLASSROOM**
Capacity: **40**
Table Type: **8’ Rectangle**

**RECEPTION**
Capacity: **132**
Table Type: **36” Cocktail**
TERRACE LOUNGE: PRIVATE
SEATS UP TO 42 | 546 SQUARE FEET

An intimate space with a cozy laid-back mood perfect for meeting with colleagues or socializing among peers. Choose from several configurations to best match the size of your event with the vibe you want to set. Pick your poison.

**CONFERENCE**
Capacity: 24
Table Type: 8' Rectangle

**BANQUET**
Capacity: 24
Table Type: Round

**U-SHAPE**
Capacity: 24
Table Type: 8' Rectangle

**THEATER**
Capacity: 42
Table Type: Chairs

**CLASSROOM**
Capacity: 24
Table Type: 8' Rectangle

**RECEPTION**
Capacity: 42
Table Type: 36” Cocktail